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JANUARY 1981 
COMPLIMENTARY CO Y 
•••• 
MOST HAPPY ORILLA WINS HOLIDAY $5,000 PACING CLASSIC AT DOWNS 
Most Happy Orilla, a regally-bred son of Most Happy Fella, captured 
the Holiday Pacing Classic at Scarborough Downs on Saturday night, De-
cember 20th. The "Classic," the highlight of the winter-harness racing season 
at the Downs, went for a purse of $5,000. 
As the feature race field left the Paddock, the temperature trackside 
had dipped to 11-degrees below zero, thus the winning time of 2:07.4 was 
surely a testament to the ability of the starters in this six-horse field. 
The early speed in the mile was furnished by Miles End Ida, making her 
Maine-debut following a successful summer season along the New Jersey 
circuit . .,Ida" took the field towards the quarter-pole, where the eventual 
race winner Most Happy Orilla ranged alongside, going right on by to show 
the way past the half-mile marker. . 
Just past the half, the ~~rags to riches!' pacer Big Hugh made a "big" 
move along the outside, bidding to circle the leaders with driver Leigh 
Fitch. Flashing the brand of speed which has made him one of the New 
England-areas very finest Invitational stars, ''the son of Jolly Roger" moved 
alongside the leader, with Bucky Day and Strong Focus also mounting a 
strong challenge overland. But it was not to be on this evening for e"ther 
challenger, as the cia y st Happy Orilla repulsed he threats, d hel 
that lead past the three-quarter marker. 
Wheeling around the final bend "Orilla" faced yet another challenge 
from the strong New Hampshire pacer Fair Frost and driver Charlie 
Mcintyre. Fair Frost pacing a storm along the outside, went three-wide 
around the final bend, and finished boldly along the middle of the raceway, 
just missing at the wire in this very competitive journey. 
For Most Happy Orilla, the win was his sixth of the season, with the 
$2,500 winners share of the purse raising his seasonal bankroll to $29,452. 
His lifetime earnings now read $60,072, with a lifetime mark of 2: 0 taken 
at Foxboro Raceway last summer. He was reined to victory by co-owner 
Alan Armstrong of Windham, New Hampshire. 
"Orilla" was sent away as a "luke warm" favorite at 2 to 1 on the 
board returning $6.20, 4.20, 4.60 across the board. Fair Frost, the long-
shot in the field, paid $16.00 and 6.20, with Miles End Ida returning $3.60 
to her Show-po ition backers. Completing the order of finish were Big 
Hugh, Strong Focus and Super Cool. 
Unfortunately the ~~truly competitive" mile drew a very small crowd, 
perhaps due to the "sub-zero" temperature , with a total Mutual Handle of 
$89 ,880 being recorded. 
Lloy F. ohn , ir tor o 
-AN EDITORIAL . , . 
We are happy to return to the scene in January of 8.1, and are plannmg 
to continue on a monthly basis from now on. Both the M.H.H.A. and the 
S.O.A.N.E. have agreed to mail copies of this newspaper, in place. of their 
previous newsletters, to each of their members. We will also be distributing 
to any racetrack that is in operation, plus any training track that we are 
aware of in the area. This should give us good, total New England coverage, 
which should encourage advertisers to utilize our space. We have needed a 
means of local communication for a long time and we are hoping the 
NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS will serve you satisfactorily in this capacity. 
A classified section will be included from now on, and we will print your 
ads for a minimum fee. Deadline for ALL material will be the 20th of each 
month . . . we are collecting for February at the present time. Your support 
in the past is appreciated. Remember, we are always happy to hear from 
readers I 
A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR TO ALLI 
Jean Emerson, Editor Boom Rd., Saco, Me. 04072 Tel. 207-282-9295 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: 
Dear Editor: . 
Each year the Woodstock Driving Club plans a two year old pace for 
area colts and fillies in honor of the late Robert McCain at Connell Park 
Raceway in Woodstock, New Brunswick. The 1981 edition will be the third 
annual McCain Memorial to be held on Friday, July 24 during the Old Home 
Week festificites. The race is for Maine and Maritime owned colts, regardless 
of breeding. Those paid up for the two year old are also eligible with a sus-
taining fee to the $1,500 Clayton Killam Memorial as three year olds. I 
have enclosed a nomination form with the rules and regulations concerning 
the event. 
Last years' edition was won by a Maine owned horse, Spud's Shadow, 
owned by Ken and Bob Irving of Caribou, Me. in 205.3. This was a new 
track record for two year olds on the Woodstock oval as the Harold J. colt 
bested four other rivals for the $3,500 purse. Also of interest was the third 
place finisher, Ranger Time by the Maine stallion, Timeclock .. With Ranger 
Time's impressive performance, owner Clare Wilson was confident to chal-
lenge the Maine Stakes and the rest is of course history in the minds of all 
Maine horsemen. One other brief note is that Ranger Time's full brother is 
training well at Woodstock for Mr. Wilson and is eligible to the stakes as 
well. . . Sincerely, 
Thank you for your ttme and attentton. Doug Thompson 
THE THIRD ANNUAL 
ROBERT R. McCAIN MEMORIAL 
TWO-YEAR OLD PACE * $1,000.00 ADDED 
JULY 24, 1981 
CONNELL PARK RACEWAY, WOODSTOCK, N.B., CANADA 
OPEN TO TWO-YEAR OLDS OF 1981 THAT ARE MARITIME OR 
MAINE OWNED 
PLUS ALL NOMINEES TO 1981 McCAIN MEMORIAL ARE ELIGI-
BLE TO: 
CLAYTON KILLAM MEMORIAL 3-YEAR OLD PACE IN 1982 
$1,500.00 ADDED 
NOMINATIONS 
DECLARATION 
SUSTAINING 
DECLARATION 
$25.00 DUE FEBRUARY 15, 1981 
$25.00 DUE JULY 21, 1981 by 9:00A.M. 
$25.00 DUE FEBRUARY 15, 1982 
$25.00 TO BE ANNOUNCED 
Woodstock Driving Club 
PLEASE Make cheques payable to: c/o R.B. Cougle, P.O. Box 213 
N 0 T 1 C E Woodstock, N.B. Canada EOJ 2BO 
SOANE NEWS 
PRESIDENT SUCCUMBS 
SOA President, Simon C. Bishop, owner of Rock Maple Farm, passed 
away at his home in Pepperell, Mass. November 16 of a massive coronary. 
President Bishop was an officer of the Standardbred OwAers Associa-
tion of New England, Inc. for over 15 years and served as its president for 
the past two years. At the time of his death, he was running unopposed for 
a new three-year term. Mr. Bishop also served as a USTA director for many 
years, the last several as chairman of the District #9 Board. 
Sympathy is extended to his entire family as he will be sadly missed 
by his many friends. 
S.O.A.N.E. ELECTION OF OFFICERS 
The election of president and directors of Standardbred Owners As-
sociation of New England, Inc. was held on December 13. Paul Fontaine, a 
Rhode Island attorney, was elected to a three-year term of president. Attor-
ney Fontaine brings with him a vast knowledge of harness racing, having 
been the SOAN E 's attorney for the past three years, and for many years, 
an owner of several outstanding race horses, most notable the world 
champion, NO NO YANKEE, now standing stud in Canada. 
In other changes, Dimitri Homsy was elevated to vice president, James 
Winters to treasurer, and Henry Molinari retained his position as secretary. 
There were seven candidates vying for three vacancies on the Board of 
Directors. Emerging victorious in an -election that saw nearly 60 percent of 
the membership voting, was Ted Langdell, John Kunkel, and Peter Blood. 
At the director's meeting immediately following the annual meeting 
James Ahto was elected by the Board to fill the one-year unexpired term of 
James Winters. · 
A note of interest, three of the new directors are strictly owners. 
ROCKINGHAM TO RISE AGAIN 
' At a press conference held Tuesday, November 11, plans were revealed 
for the re-building of Rockingham Park. A grandstand-clubhouse, three-
tiered structure would be built on the site of the burned grandstand. Also 
of major interest, was the announcement of a possible sports complex. Thi~ 
would serve to house the now Boston Garden activities. Mainly the Bruins 
hockey team. Actually, plans have not been finalized, and there are still 
some 11ifs" to be dealt with before construction begins. Some of the 11ifs" 
have to do with the New Hampshire legislature approving industrial bonds 
and re-structuring their retention from racing. The governor and key legis-
lators have indicated they favored whatever legislation it takes to assist 
Rockingham in re-building. For the people involved in harness racing, the 
news was received with mixed emotions. It was certainly a welcome word 
to _hear of the future plans of re-building and anticipating their announced 
racmg schedule of a fall-spring meet. The projected opening of the new 
facility would be the summer of 1982 for thoroughbreds followed by their 
usual fall-spring harness meet. 
S.O.A.N.E. BANQUET 
l~JHITE CLIFFS 
NORTHBORO, f·'lASS. 
(24B off 495) 
JANUARY 12 
6:30 P.l'-~ . 
NOTICE 
COLOR CHANGES 
IN 
MAINE HARNESS RACING LICENSES 
M.H.H.A. MEMBERS NOTICE 
Annual Meeting & Banquet M.S.B.O.A. MEETING & BANQUET 
N. E. S. S. MEETING 4: P. f·1. 
and BANQUET 6:P.M. 
OFFICIALS - WHITE 
PARI MUTUALS - WHITE 
DRIVER-TRAINER ($5.00) - ORANGE 
OWNER ($5.00) - BRIGHT YELLOW 
GROOM ($2.00) - LIGHT YELLOW DATE: February 14, 1981 
MULTI-PURPOSE GENTER 
at 
Happy Jack's Restaurant 
1185 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Me. 
LEWISTON, MAINE Tentative Date: Saturday, February 7, 1981 
You will be receiving more information later. 
HIGffi-IAY HOTEL 
CONCORD, N.H. 
JANUARY 31, 19 81 
NOTJ.CE 
Date change is due to winter racing schedule. 
BERT_F.ERNALD, Exec. Sec. M.H.H.A. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CREDIT LINES 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
JEANNE SMITH . .•... Atlantic Coastal Printing "For many hours 
THE Mf\ 1 NE HARNESS RAe I NG Corvt1 ISS I 0\J WI LL HOLD A PUBL l C 
HEARING AT THE AuGUSTA CIVIC CENTER AT 10:30 A.M. ON HEDNESDAY ~ 
JANUARY 141 1981 . 
JERRY COFFIN. . . . . . . . . . . . . Video Sports of fine work. " 
RICH LAMIRANDE ............... Photos 
PHILIP LESSARD . ................ Sketch 
JOUQNAL TRIBUNE ............. Printing 
MANY THANKS 
-for-
INFORMATIONAL ARTICLES ADVERTISEMENTS 
THE MEETING WI tJ- BE IN THE PENOBSCOT Roavl TO HEP.R REC~­
MENDATIOOS FOR RULE CHANGES FOR TI-iE 1981 SE/\SC.t,L 
~YONE WHO WISHES TO SUGGEST A RULE CH/\NGE SHOULD PRESENT 
11-IEIR RECCM'o1ENDATI~ AT THAT TIME. ALL REr:lt-l'1ENDATIONS WILL BE 
C~S IDERED BY THE UJ.f-1! SS I ~ERS FOO FUTURE ADOPT I ON • 
Ricci Bo1d Payster 
p 2.02, 3h $70,000 Fee: $400 
Sire: Race Time p 1.57 ($485,000) 
Sire of 133 in 2:00 including 
World Champion Ricci Reenie 
Time p. 2, 1:56.1, Dream Maker 
1 :55, Racy Goods p. 2, 1 :55.3 
etc. 
Dam: Ricci Reenie p. 2.01 
- She is the dam of 8 
recofd performers all 8 
in 2:05; 3 in 2:00. 
Winners of close to 
$600,000 includ-
ing Ricci Reenie 
Time p. 2, 1:56 
$300,000- a full 
brother to Ricci ~ 
Bold Payster. 
. 
~. ~ ~ ~I 
.··,; ~· · , •.. 1 
~ · 
,,·, 
HtYELE PILOT 
Drawing By: 
Philip Lessard 
16 Mem rial Drive 
Bidde• .:1 
If you -"are interested in a 
~ sketch from a photograph 
··, 
D MIL 
The Fireball 
2.09.1 h 
Nevele Pilot 
p 2.05 Fee: $500 
Sire: Henry T. Adios p 1.571 sire 
of 26 in 2:00, including Silent 
Majority p 1.56 who is already 
the sire of 20 in .. 2:00 from 2 
small crops including 
Abercrombie p 1 .53 $984,000 
Dam: Maxine's Dream p 2, 2:00 
- Nevele Pi lot is brother to 
Laughing Girl dam of Most 
Happy Fell a sire of 250 in 2:00 
- stud fee $40,000. Captain 
Courageous already a 2:00 sire 
and one of Ohio's leading sires, 
Nevele Dancer p 1.57 2:00 sire 
and one of Illinois' leading sires. 
F u II brother to Babysitter dam 
of Escort p 1.54 and Chicag 
p 1.55. Nevele Pilot has one of 
the strongest maternal lines in 
. Maine. 
"'.· 
~ .. 
Sire: Speedy Scot 1 :56 sire of 20 
trotters in 2:00 including Cia i-
cal Way 1.57 1 Star Investment 2 
1:56, Shiny Scot 1 :58 etc. 
Dam: Honor Donut 2, 2:05 by 
Nevele Pride 2nd Dam - Honor 
Bright 2:00 dam of Elaine 
Rodney 1:58 $610,000, 
Lumber Along t :59 $111,000-
Square Deal2:01 $41,000. 
please call: Ed it or 
Don't book your mare until you consider these outstanding bred stallions at Cead Mile Failte Farm in 1981. 
BREED TO THE BEST- BLOODLINES WILL TELLI ALL FOALS ELIGIBLE TO MAINE & N.E.S.S. 
Contact: Marilyn & Paul Branagan .or 
R.F.D. 2, Box 32 
Greene, Maine ()4236 
Frank Withee, Farm Manager 
207--946-5628 
Rat : $4.00/day Barren Mares 
$4.50/day Mare & Foal 
EARL V BREEDING 
Douglass Hutchins, D.V.M. 
WS 
We as Standardbred Breeders are now facing two obstacles to successful 
breeding. Not only is the weather against us, we now have a much shorter 
season in which to catch our mares in foal. Therefore, early fall is the time to 
begin working closely with clients who want to begin breeding the open 
mare by February 15. 
Most horse breeders are under the false impression that mares come in 
estrus or accept the stallion all year long at regular intervals, usually every 21 
days. The great majority of mares seem to go through three different phases 
during the year: A DORMANT PHASE, AN ADJUSTMENT PHASE, AND A 
TRUE BREEDING PHASE. These three phases are definitely related to the 
season, the environmental temperature, the amount of daylight, the type of 
feed or pasture, and probably other factors. 
The DORMANT PHASE lasts 2-3 months and it usually occurs during 
the late summer, fall, or early winter. During this period the ovaries do not 
seem to be very productive and the mare does not show good signs or 
estrus. Breedin at this time usual I does not result in conce tion. 
THE ADJUSTMENT PHASE is very short, or it can last through the 
months of January, February, and March. This period is characterized by 
irregular estrus cycles and unusually long estrus periods. Breedin at this 
time usually does not resu It in conception. 
n ort Amenca the true breeding season can be considered to begin 
in early March and extend to late July or August. During this period estrus 
occurs regularly with ovulations usually occuring every 21 days. The estrus 
periods usually last 7-8 days at the beginning of the breeding season and be-
comes progressively shorter towards the end of the season. During late June 
and July some mares may be in estrus for only 1-2 days. In the middle of 
the breeding season estrus usually last for 5-7 days. It is commonly accepted 
that ovulation occurs during the second half of the period and towards its 
nd. ~rom a clini~al standpoi!lt, the evidence of estrus includes changes in 
beh.avaor, changes m the ovanes and uterus, and changes in the cervix and 
vagma. 
The only practical and efficient way to determine if a mare is in estrus 
or not is to observe her reactions when brought together with a stallion or 
teaser .. If the ma.re is not in estrus, ~he will violently resist the male; usually 
she wh1ps her taal back and forth, k1cks, and even tries to bite. If in estrus 
she will stand straddle-legged, urinate, and assume the breeding position: 
The ~.aximum .evidente of receptiveness in t~e mare lasts 3-5 days. In the 
trans1t1onal penods before and after, the mare 1s said to be "coming in heat" 
or to be "going out of heat." Conducting a good breeding program to reduce 
sterility to a minimum involves examining the mare, and teasing the mare 
every other day during the breeding season, regardless of whether she has 
been bred or not. Only when she has positively been declared in foal has our 
breeding season stopped. Complete and detailed records, along with good 
worming and vaccination programs must be performed to add to the success 
of your breeding operation. 
As the estrus cycles first begin in February and March only about 60% 
of estrual mares actually ovulate. This makes these estrus periods longer on 
the average, than later in the season. As the breeding season progresses, a 
higher percentage of mares are ovulating. However, even on the longest day 
of the year, June 21, only about 80% of mares are probably ovulating. 
Research has shown that artificial lighting can successfully change the 
breeding season around. The following artificial lighting (200 watt incan-
descent bulb) is recommended: 16 hours of light beginning December 1 to 
December 15 and continuing until na ural day length approaches 15 to 16 
hours, or until mares are confirmed pregnant. Large breeding farms, with 
mares on a laos housing setup use mercury vapor lights on poles that work 
automatically as the sunlight diminishes so as to provide the necessary 16 
hours of light. It also helps if mares are putting on weight during this period 
of artificial lighting. So, in the case of our colder climates, where weight gain 
is practically impossible, heated stalls would be helpful. 
Mares n~ed a short period. of anestrus (.no Heat) in th~ fall, or they may 
lapse into this anestrus later an the breed1ng season, wh1ch decreases our 
chance of conception. It is best to stable mares under natural or normal 
conditions through September, October, and November. Then start your 
lighting and heating regime by December 1·15. 
Some new hormones on the market, such as the prostaglandins are 
proving very helpful in synchronizing equine breeding. Embryo transfer 
also appears to be ~.n area tha~ could. drastically alter the equine breeding 
industry as research Improves thas techmque. 
NEW AMPSHIRE SIRE STAKES 
Yearling Nominations: 
Two-year-aids 
Sustaining Fee: 
Three-year-olds 
Sustaining Fee: 
1981 PAYMENT SCHEDULE 
April 15th. 
April 15th. 
April 15th. 
$10 
$125 
$125 
Yearling nomination forms will be available after January 15, 1981 at our office and 
will appear in March Issue of Hoof Beats. 
Payment forms for two and three-year-olds will be mailed to owners of record. 
S.B.O.D.A. of N.H. 
27 Gina Drive 
Rochester, N.H. 03867 
BROODMARE SUCCUMBS 
After a lengthy seige with a brain tumor, the standardbred broodmare 
Gertrude Colden (Jeff Hanover - Gertrude Hanover) was put down on 
Decemb~r 20. Gertrude Colden will best be remembered for producing such 
outstanding race horses as Bobbi's Bambi Bowen, Alderbrook, Alderbrook J~shn, Alderbrook Jonni, and her last foal Joannie C., currently in training 
w~th owner Arnold 0. Miles at Spring Garden Ranch in Florida. At the time 
0 er death. the mare was in foal to Rusty Range who stands at Ridgecrest ~tabje~ Spnngvale. Owner Carol Pierce of Pennmarch Farm in Buxton and 
t~ · 0 n Alford of Gorham spent many hours in a desperate effort to save 
8 eedmare whose foal would have been eligible for the Maine Standardbred re er's Stakes. 
NEW ENGLAND SIRE STAKES 
Yearling Nom·Jnat· 1ons: 
Two-year-olds 
Sustaining Fee: 
1981 PAYMENTS DUE 
April 15th. 
April 15th. 
$20-one yearling 
$1 0-each additional 
$150 
Three-year-aids 
Sustaining Fees: February 15th. $100 April 15th. $150 
Yearling nom· . . 
will appear in Mlnatton forms will be available after January 15, 1981 at our offtce and 
arch Issue of Hoof Beats. 
Payment forms f d 
or two and three-year-olds will be mailed to owners of recor · 
N.E.S.B.O.A. 
27 Gina Drive 
Rochester, N.H. 03867 
BOOKING 
INFORMATION 
Bruce W McGhee 
W1nd Sock Stud Farm 
Box 400. Meadow Lane 
New Gloucester Mame 04260 
207·926-4889 
FEE 
$1000. 
Mame Breeders Stake 
p, 2. 2:07.2h: 3, 2:00.3h: 4, 1:57.4f 
MAINE'S 
STA 
SPEED -
PEDIGREE -
CONFIRMATION -
DISPOSITION -
N w England Bre ders Stake 
Fastest standardbred stalliOn m Mame 
Wmner at two and undefeated takes wmner at three 
Mu1t1ple Invitational w1nner, 26 w1ns 
Defeated multitude of 2 00 horses at three and tour 
Wtnner of two legs and ftna l of Ro ecroft Early Closer 
SOANE best three year old pacer 1975 
MHHA fastest mtle thr e year old pace MBS 1975 
TAHH E:L IT 1 57m 
140 in 2:00 
GAMECOCK T T 1 51 2rn 
24 in 2:00 
lE RKA HANOVER 2 05h 
2 in 2:00 
BIG LEAGUE STAR 1:57.4 
AIHL INER 2 0 1311 
42 in 2:00 
SHAOYDAL E: STAR 2 021 
3 in 1:58 
l EORA HANOV R 2 10 3h 
1 in 1:58.3 
p, 2, 2:02.4f ; 3, 1 :59f 
BOOKING 
IN FORMA_ TION 
BILLY DIRECI TT 1 5 m 
16 in 2:00 
L T A LON 2 03 •m 
4 in 2:00 
NIBBLE HANOVER 1 8 •m 
4 in 2:00 
THE OLD MAID 
3 in 2:00 
ADIOS TI 1 57 \7m 
78 in 2:00 
VOLO ABBIE 2 02Y• 
2 in 2:00 
D AN HANOVER 1 S81hm 
10 in 2:00 
LEADING LADY TI2 .07 1 ~ 
1 In 2:00 
Bruce W Mc.;Ghec 
W•nd Sock Slud Farm 
Box 400 Meadow Lane 
New Gloucester Mame 04260 
207-926-4889 
RECORD -
,PEDIGREE -
CONFIRMATION -
DISPOSITION -
In troductory Fee 
$300. 
Mame Breeders Stake STALLION 
Wmner at two and lnvltB tlonal and Fast Class 
Wmner tn New York at tflr 
Full Brother to two 2.00 two year olds 
SOUC1TOR 1 57 2 
3 in 2:00 
OVERTRICK 1 57 lh 
72 in 2:00 
OVERBID 2 06 4 
2 in 2:00 
TOPPER LOBELL 1:59 
TAR HEEL fT1 57 
140 in 2:00 
TARBEL HANOVER 2 01 4 
5 In 2:00 
New England Br d r St lie 
KING'S COUNSEL 1.58 
12 in 2:00 
JANE H YNOL OS 2 O'lh 
1 In 2:00 
HAL DALE 2 02'i• 
13 in 2:00 
BARBARA DIRECT 2 00 4 
4 In 2:00 
BILLY DIRECT TT 1 55 
16 in 2:00 
leTA LONG 2 031 • 
4 In 2:00 
NIBSLE HANOVER 1 :58 • 
TERKA HANOVER 2 05h 
2 in 2:00 
4 In 2:00 
Tl'iE OLD MAIO 
3 In 2:00 
Wind Sock Stud 
- -- --·- -~ 
Meadow Lane • N w Glouce t r. Maine ().4260 • (207) 9 
WHY BREED IN NEW ENGLAND? 
125,000.- est. STAKE DOLLARS 
WHY B"REED IN MAINE? 
250,000.- est. STAKE DOLLARS 
WHY BREED AT WIND SOCK STUD FARM? 
Foals conceived here may be nom/nat d to r ce fore t. 
375,000. STAKE DOLLARS. 
90% CONCEPTION RATE (based on 1979-80 e son 
when 18 out of 20 mares cov r d were pronounced in 
foal by Douglas Hutchins, DVM.) 
Choice of three stallions: 
BIG LEAGUE STAR 
MIDDLE ROAD 
TOPPER LOBELL 
Stallions out of TOP PRODUCING MARES 
BIG LEAGUE out of the dam of 3 in 1:58 
MIDDLE ROAD out of the dam of 1 in 1:56.1 
TOPPER out of the dam of 5 In 2:00, 2 two-yr. olds. 
Wind Sock Stud Farm is a t ndardbred breeding farm own d nd oper t d 
by the family of Bruce W. McGhee of Meadow Lane, New Glouce t r, M ine 
04260. 
Wind Sock Stud Farm rai es Its own high quality alfalfa, timothy hay mixture 
and feeds a 16% protem grain supplemented with rrlner I nd vitamin . 
IN 
MEADOW SKIPP R 
MIDDLE ROAD 
SADIE TASS 
DALE FROST 
MOUNTAIN SKIPPER 
p. TT 1:56.1 
w.nner ot S304,376- . SADIE TASS 
SIRE OF: 
L. c·~ Sl!lpper p , 3, t ·S7.4 m 
Blaze Slupper p, 2. n 1·58.2 
Mount tn KO p , 3. 2 001 
Eft m, htgt1ost mon y wwmng($86.6~6 - J 
2 year old pa mg lilly tn the 
New Yorll S11as Stalle 
Bruc W McGh 
DAL FROST 
COUNTES VIVIA 
BULLDOG 
TWILIGHT JUN 
HAL DALE 
GALLOWAY 
BULLDOG 
TWILIGHT JUNE 
BOOKING INFORMATION 
FEE 
1750.00 
Wmd Sock Stud Farm 
Box 400. Meadow Lan 
New Glouce t r, M 1 04200 
207 .g2$-<48M 
KNOX 
p 2:00.4 p 3, 2:00.4 
ABBEY MEADOW SKIPPER- KNIGHT KNOX 
$500 FEE $750 
GOOD TIME -NOLA 
FEE 
ALL FOAlS BY BOTH HORSES ELIGIBLE TO MAINE STANDJ\RDBREO BREEDERS 
STAKES AND NEW ENGLAND SIRI!S STAKES 
No. 8 and o. 9 NO. 8 FOR 3 YEAR OLDS 1981 NO.9 FOR 2 YEAR OLDS 1 81 
FOR TROTTERS AND PACERS 
ESTIMATED 
PURSES 
2 YEAR OLD NOMINATIONS CLOSE FEB. 15, 1981 
Continuation & Nomination fee due Feb. 15, 1981 
2 Year Olds $10.00 
3 Year Olds $25.00 
3 YEAR OLD CONTINUATIONS CLOSE FEB. 1S, 1981 
Sustaining fee due May 15 - 2 Year Olds $25.00; 3 Year Olds 
$35.00. Starting fee due at declaration 2 Year Olds $25.00; 3 Year 
OJds $36.00. Finals - 2 Year Olds $50.00; 3 Year Olds $75.00. 
ELIGIBILITY FOR 1981: 
1. Three year olds in 1981 must have been nominated as two year 
olds in 1980. 
2. Two Year Old nominees sired by an eligible stallion registered 
with the Commission, that stood the full season of service, 
December lst through July 1st, during which time the dam was 
0. 
PURSE DISTRIBUTION 
1. Three Year Old eligibles will race for 60% of the total amount 
av~ilable under Title 8, Chapter 11, Section 4, § 27 4 M. R .S.A. 
Th1s fund will be divided among four divisions: 3 Year Old Pacing . 
Colts, 3 Year Old Pacing Fillies, 3 Year Old Trotters and 3 Year: 
Old Pacers Progeny of, at least, 50% Maine owned mares. 
2. Two Year Olas will race for 50% of the total amount available 
u~er Ti~l~ 8, Chapter 11, Section 4, § 274 M.R.S.A. The fund 
Will. be d1v1ded among three divisions: Maine Sired 2 Year Old ~~cmg Colts, Maine Sired 2 Year Old Pacing Fillies and Maine 
Ired 2 Year Old Trotters. 
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: 
bred to produce such foal. 
Maine State Harness Racing Commission 
State House Station No. 28 
MSBS YEARLING PAYMENT Augusta, Maine 04333 DUE 5/15/81 _ $S.OO 
a 
BOY AND BILL O'DONNELL 
TRAVELI BOY 
ADIOS BOY- VERMONT nREAM 
Fee-$500 p. 2:00.1 
STAND·IIG IN '81 
AT 
WHISPERING PINES 
STABLES & TACK 
All foals eligible'to Maine and New England Sire Stakes 
For details call 
Brooks or Nancy Smith 
Tel. 207-797-8786 
511 Black Strap Road 
Falmouth, Maine 
04105 
TRAVELIN BOY JOINS MAINE STALLION RANKS 
The well known New England Invitational pacer, Travelin Boy, was 
/ born on May 23, 1969 at the Robinson Farm in Albion, New York. This son 
of Adios Boy, one of the top producing stallions in the Empire State at that 
time was entered in the Old Glory Select Yearling Sale in the fall of 1970. 
'It was this Yonkers Sale that Iva and Pete Gray chos to attend in their 
search for a youngster who might be a good investment for the New England 
Circuit. They were attracted to the handsome bay colt initially, because 
their friend, Frank Philbrick, had trained and marked his grand-dam, Miss 
Vermont, years previous at the Old Orchard Kite Track. Expecting that the 
price would be completely out of reach, the Grays settled in, preparing to 
bid to a certain point on Vermont Dream's yearling. As luck would have it, 
lunch time drew near and the auctioneer began having a more difficult 
time drawing the attention of the dwir.dling crowd . It was at this time that 
Travelin Boy was led into the ring. The Grays kept up on the bidding as the 
price reached the $2,000. point-where it hesitated until the auctioneer re-
minded the small crowd, who had refrained from lunch, about the value of 
the animal being paraded in the arena, At this point the bidding resumed 
with Pete hanging on for each new increase. Finally, with a nudge from his 
wife, he made his final offer of $4,000. and the noontime buyers did not top 
this amount. The Grays had purchased a Standardbred colt who would, in 
the next few years, earn nearly a quarter million dollars! 
Travelin Boy was turned over to veteran trainer, Richard Moody, at 
Rockingham Park for his early lessons, as as he was a late colt who did not 
show too much in the beginning, it was decided not to make the payments 
keeping him eligible to the New York Sire Stakes. Not too long after, the 
situation reversed itselfl The precocious son of Adios Boy qualified early at 
the Salem track in 2:10.3 and on April20, 1971 he established the fastest 
two-year-old mark in the nation for driver, Frank Smith. Accolades con-
tinued for this trio of Smith, Moody and Gray, as the colt compiled the 
sensational record of nine starts with six wins and three seconds, for a final 
two-year-old mark of 2:03.2. He was selected as the best Two-Year-Old 
Pacer of 1971 by the Standardbred Owners of New England and also by the 
New Hampshire Harness Horse Association. 
Early in the spring of 1972, the colt returned to be featured in the 
Secretaries Series, the Atlantic Seaboard Circui events and was invited to 
participate on April 30th in the $25,000. Romeo Hanover Pace at the Rock. 
This event featuring the best three-year-olds in the nation, attracted such 
names as Strike Out, Silent Majority, Entrepreneur and others. Travel in Boy 
finished fifth in this 2:00.4 event and continued on for the rest of the sum-
mer to compile seasonal earnings of $22,275. 
In 1973, Travelin Boy returned to the racing scene with Billy O'Donnell 
listed as trainer/driver. The young Canadian had worked on the ailing colt all 
winter, and that spring the Grays agreed that he would be the proper person 
to manage the promising four-year-old. This duo compiled earnings of 
$26,307. while thrilling racing patrons time after time with exciting "come 
from behind" finishes. The familiar quotation "When the going gets tough, 
the tough get going" could be easily applied to Travelin Boy. Racing patrons 
seldom over looked him on an "off" track as he was a true "mudder"-
most assuredly, 11A horse for all seasons." 
As a five year-old, the Invitational pacer and O'Donnell swept through 
the ranks once again, receiving a new mark-2:01.1 on a half-mile track and 
collecting earnings of $38,250. At the end of 1974, Travel in Boy was voted 
Best New England Aged Pacer. 
In 1975, this team continued the established pattern of rewarding loyal 
supporters with every start. The six year-old stallion completed the season 
with earnings of $39,940. after winning the $15,000. New England Pacing 
Derby by defeating Marc Bohan and Pacealong Time. 
Early in the spring of 1976, Travelin Boy with Bill O'Donnell in the 
bike, took his lifetime mark of 2:00.1 in the Bay State's $15,000 Pacing 
Derby. During his last three years of racing, TraveiLn Boy shed the "Indiana 
Pants" and performed admirably as a freelegged pacer, photoed out on 
several occasions in sub two-minute miles. 
Travelin Boy marked the beginning of O'Donnell's career as a trainer/ 
driver, and in turn the twosome proved to be a very profitable proposition 
for owners, Pete and Iva Gray. Their $4,000. purchase of 1970 compiled a 
total of $238,442. in lifetime earnings. 
This year the Grays have decided to give their favorite stallion an 
opportunity to stand at stud. The son of Adios Boy has the necessary back-
ground needed for the New England Breeding program. Out of a daughter of 
th_e producing Miss Vermont, the classy stallion will cross extremely well 
With Dale Frost, Tar Heel, and Good Time mares. Whispering Pines Stable in 
Falmouth, Maine owned by Brooks and Nancy Smith has been chosen as the 
testing ground for this new addition to the Maine Standardbred Sires pro-
gram. There is no doubt that breeders throughout New England will take 
advantage of his services, especially those fortunate enough to remember 
his blazing "off the pace" finishes at the variou racetracks on the ea ern 
seaboard. 
NEW BARNS AT SCARBOROUGH 
JOE RICCI MAKES A BID FOR ADDITIONAL 
RACING DATES AT M.H.R.C. MEETING 
BITTERSWEET 1980 
by Anthony J. Aliberti 
IAL 
j ROMIE'S GOLDIE 
$9.2$2-2.2:083 
Between the icicles of February and the clinking ice cubes of the holi-
day season Maine racing experienced extremes never before seen. Up to now 
there had never been a $200,000 night in Maine. During the Scarborough 
Summer there were two, very nearly three, and the largest was closer to 
$300,000 than $200,000. 
Predicting the next turn of events proved impossible. Not a morning 
came without a new and unexpected twist. 
The spector of fire spread through Maine just as it scorched through 
New England. Individually the stable blazes at Lewiston Scarborough and 
elsewhere were personal tragedies, but the loss of Rockingham Park was a 
greater loss to the industry. Its full impact has not yet been felt, and cannot 
ultimately be measured until enough time passes to ascess the intentions of 
those in charge. What is certain is that there will be no racing there in 1981. 
This was the year of the new date structure. In the end the compro-
mises seemed to work, but they expose~ the weaknesses of some racing 
operations, pushing them to the wall, and created an appetite for even more 
dates among the larger tracks. All of the complexity has been aired in recent 
commission hearings and the pattern of 1981 dates will soon be made public. 
The Racing commission welcomed two new members in 1980, with 
Ed Anderson and George Hale adding a measure of openness and willingness .. 
to address problems not commonly seen. From the first they were met with 
testing new problems. 
THE ROCKINCEAH TRAGEDY 
b f, J, DJ Mr. ~Ut Olk-GOICien UISCOvery DyNe 
Mrs. loring Norton, Falmouth, Maine 
Driver-LORING NORTON, 10-4·18-REO GOLO·BlACK 
The national move to ban drugs from racing surfaced here and the com-
mission openly examined their guidelines and tightened the controls. Like-
wise there were placed in the midst of rumor and innuendo and initiated 
court proceedings beefing up their enforcement procedures. 
On the track 1980 gave us a view of the big time, with Warren Cameron, 
and Don Dancer racing in Maine. It was also a time to welcome Tug Boyd 
and other friends as the Mr. 1,000 promotion continued to thrive. 
It was a time to welcome the new generation of teamsters, and re-
member some of the men for whom 1980 was their last year; Buddy Reed, 
Cliff Card, and Dick Moody among others. 
It was a year Billy Parker will remember for a long time, and one Free-
man Parker would just as soon forget. 
When its all totaled there is no clear assessment .to the year as a whole. 
Most folks survived, but just barely, and many are hoping 1981 is just a little 
better. The backstretch of Scarborough Downs seems to sum the status of 
Maine racing. 
New expensive barns are being built. They are going up out.of neces-
sity, replacing one of the most dangerous areas around. It is a costly venture, 
but a commitment to the future. No where else in New England are such 
bold initiatives evident. 
Yet as these barns rise the cruel winter envelopes them. With the cold, 
snow and wind come the uneasy fear that spring will never arrive. At the 
turn from 1980 to 1981 things have never been so tough, but with those 
concrete forms as an inspiration this may just pull everyone through to 
satisfaction on the other side. 
THE MAINE HARNESS RACING COMMISSIONERS: 
GEORGE HALE JOE KENNEALLY ED ANDERSON 
JOHN NASON AND HELPERS ON M/S NIGHT 
M.S. B. S. l-1EDIA NIGHT Cill1BER.LAND RACE'vlAY ( 1 to r) 
~eff Frankel-Asst.Att.Gen. Stewart Smith-Co~.Agri. 
g_oosevelt Susi, 1~~. S.E.O.A. Pres. & J_oan Sus~, Sec. 
PACERS I T FARM TROTTERS 
COLEMAN 3, 2.01.1 Fee: $500.00 · RUST)' RANGE p. 1.58 F ($297,000) Fee: $500.00 
Sire of 4 in 2.00 I 1· ·bl t M · & N E St k 33 in 2.05 Foa s e aga e o aane . . a es 
Raced in the Hambletonian ($30,345) (oldest foals now 5 yrs.) 
Foals eligible to Maine & N.E. Stakes 
Sire of: 
' A Great Race Horse - Winner of over $297,000. Raced and beat the best Wee hop 1.59.4 - 1980, Flashy Future 4, p. 2.00.1, Circle Kall 4, 2.03.3 h, 
horses of the day. Top H.T.A. winner of Time. Little Maggie 4, 2.07, Darn Frederick 3, 2.07.4 h. 
Sire of: 
Tiger Jet p. 2, 2.04 1/5 
3, 2.02 ($95,321) 
1.58 3/5 
Shiaway Bunny p. 3, 2.03 1/5 
1.59 ($120,000) 
Rusty Q. p. 3, 2.06 2/5 h 
2.00 2/5 ($130,439) 
1.58.4 
Victory Heel p. 2, 2.09 1/5 h 
3, 2.04 3/5 ($64,689) 
1.59.1 
JONAS HANOVEB p. 3, 2.02.3 Fee: $400.00 
Coleman is by Speedster 4, 159.4 and out of Miss Express full sister to 
multiple stakes winners Expression 2, 2.07 .3, 3, 1.58 - dam of Lola's Ex-
press 1.58.3 ($326,453) grandam of the 2.00 sire Bonefish 3, 1.58.1 
($309,375) and Imagery 3, 1.58.4 ($216,152) and Record Mat 2, 2.02.3, 
3, 2.00.1. 
From approximately 50 foals of racing age, Coleman has sired Three fair 
circuit champions, Five stakes winners, one grand circuit performer and a 
top class New York Trotter. 
SKIPPER HILL 2.06.4 Fee: $400.00 
Full brother to Ohio Stakes Winner Spot lite Hill 2, 2.01.1 ($95,863), 
Summer Hill 2, 2.08.1, 3, 2.03.3, Saxon Hill 2, 2.13 in 1980. 
Stakes placed 2 - Winner of Delaware Valley Stakes at 3. 
(oldest foals now 2) Skipper Hill is by B. F. Coaltown 3, 2.00.1 Stakes winner and sire of 11 in 
2.00 incl. world champion Cami Almahurst 3, 15.9. 
kipper 
-........ ~Glenn Fee -$5oo. 
Whispering Pines Stable 
STANDING AT: 511 Black Strap Road 
Falmouth, Maine 
04105 
Hello Friendst J&nuarv 1981 
~Y name is Skipper Glenn. I am a very friendly, registered bay 
Standardbred stallion about siBteen hands high. I inherited all my good 
qualities from my mother, Mary Senator, and my illustrious father, Meadow 
Skipper, the greatest preootent sire since Adioso 
I was born at Hanover, Pennsylvania on June 5. 19?3o I Mas purchased 
as a yearling by the Glenn Stables, but due to the faet that I was a late 
foal, my training did not start until the winter of '?5o 
My. first race was at Libert.v Bell Park on March 22, 1976 where I won 
coming out of the #:6 t>Qst for ~.Y driver Mr • .A:be Stoltzfus in the good time 
of 2:06ol on a verv cold night. This was auite an accomplishment for me 
as I would not be three vears old for three more month~. I returned to 
the same track the following week, but was beaten a nose by the good colt, 
Pren Almahurst, in the. time-of 2:04.1. I got my revenge on Anril 8, bv 
cutting the entire mile and winning in 2s03.). This was getting to be a 
habit as I returned seven days later. onoe more from the stx hole to win 
easily in 2:03.1-- the favorite in betting bv nowt My friend Prep Alma-
hurst, had to settle for seeond place this time. I must have been impressive 
as I was 'OUrohased bv the Jandy Stable of Dartmouth, NoYa Seotia. It is 
difficult to be outstanding on a small Canadian half-mile traek that has a 
rating or 2ll2. but I am proud to say that in 2~ starts for my new owners 
I had ? wins. 1 seconds and 7 thirds with all trips between 2t02 and 2:05 
in Preferred and InYitational Paces. I'm sure I oould haTe earned a much 
better mark at this time, If I had had the opportunity of racing at the 
Meadowlands in New Jersey where many of my relatives were raQing. 
Realiming my worth as a raoe horse and as a potential stallion my 
Canadian owners bmught me to the Old Glory Sale where I was purcha;ed by 
the funny Stable et New Jersey. Unfortunately, when I vas put back in 
training. I developed a leg problem and was unable to race ror a period ot 
time. ~ new ownerss Mr. Roland Cole ot Wells, Maine, Mr. Richard Weeman, 
or Kennebunk·. Maine and Mr. Alohee Lefebvre of Westbrook Main d idfHI 
to lake advantage of my potential as a stallion and stand me a:·Wh~c 1 Pines Stables 1n Falmouth, Maine. sper ng 
In 1979 I vas bred to 19 mareso and 14 were nronouneed in foal ivin 
me a conception rate of ?4~. I nrodueed an equal number t filli • gd ft 
in 1960 resulting from these breedings. Did you ha 0 es an co s 
filly from Heritage Cindy in Harness Horae "FGals otn~ t~ s~: mly bteautitul 
How about~ handsome oolt out of Linda ·Sota th t e ee as soring? 
night at Scarborough Downs? I also sent one ofamvw;:v~ni~isnl~r on M/S 
with his mother, Sugar Newnort, to the Cumberland. Colt ~h 8 ~i s along 
These ni~e foals will most assuredlv be tuture stars i tohw M is vear. 
New En~land Sire Stakes. · n e a ne &nd 
This year I am hannv to renort t~at rnv eone · 
only my second Year at studl Send V~lr m~res toep~i~n r;~~ imnroved to 82~ 
the job done for vou. I am certatnlv a bar ain me n and I'll get 
to ~rove once a~a1n that mv father Meadow §ki for a $500. fee. Helo me 
"Sire of Sires". ' oner, is trul.v an outstanding 
,. 
_1!_8,311-2.2:07'l(t} 
IT SEEMS TO ME 
By Rick Miller 
The harness racing industry in New England, as well as elsewhere, is 
structured in four basic tiers. The foundation or bottom tier is made up of 
breeders and breeding farms. A second tier consists of the all important 
owners; the third combines trainees and drivers and the fourth tier represents 
our race tracks. Obviously we need all four segments of the industry to stage 
a horse race. Each segment should be concerned about the others well-being 
and profitability. When one out of the body is ailing it's a pretty good idea 
to get it treated before the disease has a chance to spred. Problems begin 
when one or more parts of the industry forget the importance of another. 
For a structure to be sound it must have a solid 'foundation . . To apply 
this logic to harness racing would suggest that it is imperative thet we have 
thriving breeding farms. Other areas of the country have discovered long ago 
that what is needed to sustain a healthy harness racing industry is foals, 
foals, and more foals. Without horses there is no need for owners, drivers, 
trainers or race tracks. The more horses there are means there is an increased 
demand for products and services to sustain the equine population. Naturally, 
more trainers and drivers prosper under these conditions as do the hay and 
grain dealers, blacksmiths, veterinarians, tack dealers and trailer manu-
facturers, etc. The big nagging problem in New England is the failure to pro-
vide an incentive to produce Standardbreds that is commensurate with the 
investment -required. And as long as we lack a solid foundation of profitable 
breeding farms there is no way that we can have a booming harness racing 
industry. 
New England was sleeping as harness racing declined in the early 1970's. 
Because of the advent of year-round racing in many parts of the country 
and the lure of lucrative Sire Stake programs in other states; powerful 
racing stables with talented drivers and horses of high quality stopped ship-
ping to New England and instead, stayed near home to race. As a result, the 
caliber of harness racing slipped badly causing a big drop in· pari-mutual 
handles accompanied with heavy losses for horsemen and reduced profits 
r tracks. 
Instead of profiting from the methods used to stimulate harness racing 
elsewhere it was business as usual in New England. Finally, at long last, Sire 
Stake programs began to creep into the picutre in the mid 70's; a day late 
and considerably more than a dollar short. For the most part it was a rela-
tively small group of breeders who got the job done in their respective states 
of Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts. Their efforts were admirable 
but the funding of the programs was unrealistic, to say the least. 
It was obvious to Bill Rosenberg that something was needed to supple-
ment the modest purses offered by the state funded stake programs. He got 
the horsemen, breeders and some of the tracks to agree to provide additional 
purse money for a supplementary stake program to be known as ttie New 
England Sire Stakes. In spite of occasional difficulty in getting some of the 
tracks and associations to live up to their commitments; the lack of fore-
sight was overcome and the New England Sire Stakes has g_rown to the point 
where it offers approximately $125,000 in purses and ha well over two-
hundred yearlings nominated for participation each year .. H~If of the PU!S 
money is put up by the owners and breeders from sustammg and startang 
fees. The other half is supplied from the horsemens' purse accounts at the 
participating tracks. Stake races offer a welcome change of pace for harness 
racing fans and they are usually bet on quite heavily. As a result there is an 
immediate and fairly substantial return to the horsemens' pur e accounts, 
which Jowers the actual cost of providing a purse for a stak race to a mini-
mal amount. The actual cost of purses for the New England Sire Stakes at 
Scarborough Downs was . said to be less than 1% of the tota l purses in 1978. 
Nearly 1,500 yearlings will have been nominated by 1981 for the New 
England Sire Stakes. These horses will race for many year t our tracks in 
· overnight events after their stake racing days are over. Eac one ha to be 
trained, groomed and driven, which means paychecks for a lot of people. 
If it were not for the many New England-bred horses racing at our track 
the current horse shortage would be a heck of a lot worse. So let's bury the 
petty nonsense that arises from time to time concerning pur for the New 
England Sire Stakes. The program benefits everyone in the harness racing 
industry; one way or another, directly or indirectly. 
When we see the prices that colts bring in New Jersey and New York 
and the purses they are eligible to race for in the stake program in thos 
states do we ever stop to wonder how we dropped so far behina? Well we 
shouldn't be dwelling too long on how we were left in the dust . Instead we 
should be doing what we can to close the gap a little. And the only way this 
can tie accomplished is with a stake program in New England that really 
means something. Obviously, no single state in New England has the revenue 
sources to sponsor a million dollar Sire Stakes program. However, if Maine~ 
New Hampshire and Massachusetts were to pool their funding, say $250,000 
each, we could come up with three-quarters of a million. The addition of 
various fees and other money could possibly push the value of a regional 
stake program to nearly one million dollars. 
A program of such magnitude would start a boom in farm real estate; 
send horsemen rushing to the saJes for more and better broodmares; upgrade 
dramatically the quality of our stallions and attract new owners with Jots of 
· investment capital. It's about time to seriously consider such a plan. We 
can't make any real progress without a regional program that is not at least 
modestly competitive with with tho e in states to the south and west. 
The faint of heart will say it can't be done. A few may be scared to 
death of increased competition in an environment where they have domi-
nated. It's time to ignore and override the negative thinkers and special 
·interests for the sake of the future of harness racing in New England. We are 
at the bottom of the heap compared to the many states where harnes racing 
is really alive. It's time to do something about it. Let's make 1981 the year 
we see the light and start working together for a regional Sire Stakes program. 
It can be done if we make up our minds to do it. 
Race Me Stables, Westbrook, Me. 
All foals eligible to Maine and New England Sire Stakes 
Bret's Boy FEE $800. 
Gam e 500. 
Dana and Jean Childs 207-856-6011 
' ' •• '' 4't 't'' t. 't t ' ' 4' t .. ' 't t 
§rason's 6rretings 
~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . 
FERNALD STOCK FARM 
WEST POLAND, MAINE 04291 
BOOKING FOR 1981. 
SON OF "M 0 S T H A P P Y F E l l A" 
STEPHEN 0. p. 1:58 h --------
Earned over $250,000 in Overnights 
DAM: Edith Marion by Thorpe Hanover 
1 - 1:58 
3-2:05 
4-2:10 FEE: $1 poo Live Foal 
------------------
------------
Also Standing 
------~AMMO HANOVER p.1:59 
SIRE: Bullet Hanover . 
DAM: Away Away by Volom1te 
2-2:06 
3-2:05 . 
10-2:10 FEE: $300 Live Foal 
------:--- BETTOR'S CHOICE p. 2:00 -------
SIRE: Diller Hano~er 
DAM: Entice by B1ll Gallon 
5-2:05 
7-2:10 FEE: $500. Live Foal 
E ELIGIBl,E TO MAINE AND NEW ENGLAND STAKES ALL FOALS AR BERT FERNALD, Mgr. 
RICHARD GURNEY FARM PHONE 9984769 
.Atsiatant Mana~r 
PHONE 207-782-4927 
HARNESS FARM or INDUSTRIAL PARK? 
by Harvey B. Robbins 
The battle has captured the imagination of much of Massachusetts and 
has now spread to other regions of the country-including Washington, D.C. 
Will the historic Prowse Farm become a national historic landmark or 
the site of an industrial development _for Codex Corp., a subsidiary of 
Motorola? This race has pitted heavy . hi~ters against one another and has 
dominated Boston television and radio stations, as well as. the newspapers in 
terms of extensive coverage. 
Former Boston Celtics basketball star Dave Cowens is the symbolic 
leader, as well as a tenaciously involved member of the "Save Prowse Farm" 
group. A standardbred owner, Cowens has tried to buy the famous 53.5 
acre farm with the idea of raising colts. He has been fighting along side 
area residents since 1975, while local town officials in Canton, Mass. have 
teamed with Codex to cover the farm with pavement and research labora-
tories. 
What makes this farm, located about 10 miles outside of Boston, so 
important? 
It was built in 1890 by J. Malcolm Forbes, a famous yachtsman who 
won the America's Cup against Sir Thomas Lipton. Forbes was determined 
to improve the trotting horse breed, and is cited in John Hervey's "American 
Trotter" as one of the five foremost breeders in harness history. Forbes es-
tablished the idea of Hbreeding to class" and he purchased Peter The Great 
and world champion trotting mare, Nancy Hanks. He added Bingen and 
Arion to his stallion brigade at Prowse Farm (then known as Forbes Farm). 
Forbes spent $125,000 to buy Arion from California Senator, Leland 
Stanford, in what was the world record high 'purchase for any horse of any 
breed at the time. 
The farm is also the site of Doty Tavern, where the colonial patriots 
met on August 16, 1774anddraftedtheSuffolk Resolves. Paul Revere took 
the signed Resolves to Philadelphia on horseback and the First Continental 
Congress adopted them in a single day and utilized them as the basis of the 
Declaration of Independence. 
The farm continued as an active crop and horse facility for years 
until Mrs. Martha Peabody Prowse passed away in 1975. Cowens tried to 
buy the land and keep it going as a horse farm, but the realtor and distant 
heirs were instead after the industrialization of the land, which would in-
crease the value of the sale. Codex entered the picture and the action be-
gan. Town meetings denied the industrial rezoning that Codex needed, but 
Codex finally succeeded by making elaborate promises of tax relief and 
jobs to the public. Codex then added the promise that it would preserve 
all the existing structures on the farm, including the barns, smith shop, 
tack room and reviewing stand. 
However, the promises were shattered on the night of October 18 by 
Codex employed bulldozers that destroyed all but three of the historic 
structures. The community was enraged. A class action law suit was filed 
against the corporation and a referendum question (previously filed) coinci-
dentally appeared on the State Ballot in three districts. The vote to save 
Prowse Farm carried by an overshelming 36,602--13,314 margin. 
The effort to make Prowse Farm into an historic landmark is alive 
despite the recent destruction. The land, located over a water supply, is 
intact and no form of construction can begin due to a court order against 
Codex, and the lack of any local or State permits. 
In the meantime t_he _crusad~ continues. Legislation is on the agenda to 
also preserve the farm tn 1ts entirety. The only other sporting site in the 
nation to have national historic landmark designation is Historic Goshen 
With Prowse Farm chasing its similar honor, New England harness racing 
enthusiasts and sportsmen have reason to be very_ proud. 
Arion 
************••··· - ~ . 
. ******* The effort to Preserve p * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rowc-...e Farm · 
support. Those interested in makin IS ~ery much in need of financial 
Committee to Save Prowse Farm cang a ~onataon or corresponding with the 
, wnte to· 
PROWSE FARM. FUND 
P.O. Box 409 
Canton, Mass. 02021 
or call 617--784-7130 
GAELIC TRAVELER B.C. 
Latham - Vermont Adios 
Arnold Dall- Cornish 
PINE TREES L S COMPANY 
Harold Ralph, President 
YEARLINGS SOLD AT CUMBERLAND AUCTION -10/13/80 
$3,300. SILVER JACKPOT Ro.g. 
Jackpot Hanover - Must Win 
Wallace Garland, Scarborough 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
**************** 
BABY GWEN B.f. 
Latham -White Doll 
Earl Mclaughlin, Gardiner 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
MY ARAB FRIEND 
Isolator- Bleeding Heart 
George Chamberlin, Springvale 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
GAELIC FRITZ B.C. 
Latham - Fat Rosie 
Dana Childs, Westbrook 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
GAELIC QUIET TIME B.f. 
Latham - Snowy Valentine 
Frank Bickford, Hollis 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
LIMESTONE STREAK B.C. 
Swatora- Marion's Choice 
Wm. Parker, Lewiston 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
RAE LEE LADY B. f. 
Time Clock -Whispering Beauty 
Mitchell Gallant, Bangor 
**************** 
$600. 
$625. 
$3,000. 
$3,100. 
$1,500 • . 
GREENIE D'S SCOTTY B.C 
Scotch Banker- Can Tar Patsy 
M. Murchinson, Lewiston 
* * * * * * * * * ***' ** 
CHURCH BELLS B.f. 
H. T. John - Hurricane Stacey 
Dennis Allen, Cumberland 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
GAELIC BEST BET Br.C. 
Latham - Betty Byrd 
Donald Holsapple, Dexter 
* * * * * * * * * * 
GAELIC MAJESTY B.C. 
Latham - J.M. Majestic 
A. J. Gallant, Bangor 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
GAELIC SHARON Br. f. 
Latham- Steam Heat 
F. Bradbury, Hollis 
* * * * * 
BIT 0 CHOCOLATE B. f. 
Dutchman- Farmers Dream 
Mrs. Iva Gray, No. Conway, N.H. 
************ *** 
2,100. 
$1,100. 
$4,200. 
$2,950. 
2,400. 
2,600. 
s 
NOTICE 
------
RULE 21 SECTION 2 OF THE RULES AND REGULATIONS OF 
THE MAIN STATE HARNESS RACING COMMISSION REQUIRES THAT 
THE OWNER, TRAINER, OR AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE BE 
PRESENT AT ALL TIMES WHILE A POST-RACE URINE SAMPLING IS 
BEING CONDUCTED. THE RULE FURTHER STATES THAT THE 
SEALING OF THE SAMPLE JAR BE WITNESSED BY SUCH PERSON 
AS EVIDENCED BY HIS SIGNATURE ON THE SAMPLE TAG. 
IN THE PAST, MANY OWNERS, TRAINERS AND GROOMS HAVE 
BEEN RELUCTANT TO REMAIN PRESENT FOR THE SEALING WHICH 
IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWS THE SAMPLING PROPER. IT IS NECES-
SARY FOR YOUR OWN PROTECTION, HOWEVER, THAT JHE _SEAL-
ING IISEL F BE WITNESSED AND THAT THE SAME TAG BE SIGNED 
AT THAT TIME AND NOT BEFORE. 
BY COPY OF TH-IS NOTICE, WE ARE ADVISING ALL PADDOCK 
ASSISTANTS TO STRICTLY ENFORCE RULE 21, SECTION 2, AND TO 
IMMEDIATELY REPORT ALL VIOLATIONS THEREOF TO THE PRE-
SIDING JUDGE. WE CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO RULE 21,SECTION 
2, WHICH PROVIDES: 
11 AULE 21, SECTION 2, HOW TAKEN - Samples of saliva, urine or 
any other test substance shall be taken by perso~s a~pointe~- by the Co_m-
mission under the supervision of the State Vetermanan. Dunng the takmg 
of such test the owner, trainer or authorized representative must be 
present at all times. The sample taken .shall be .immediately sea~ed in a 
container and the evidence of such sealing be witnessed by the signature 
of the owner, trainer or authorized representative. The sample shall 
thereupon be sent with dispatch for chemical analysis and the report sent 
to the Commission." 
--- ---- -DR~ JOSEPH P. KENNEALLY, CHAIRMAN 
MAINE STATE HARNESS RACING COMMISSION 
FOR SALE . 
WINTER HORSE BLANKETS: 
Fleecelined, nylon outershell - Reg.: $49.95 - Sale Price: $39.95. 
Ridgecrest Tack. 207-3244681 -Springvale, Maine. 
JETLINE TREAD MiLL (1 Y Old): . 
Cost: $4,550.00 - Just like new. Used only 10 or 12 times. Will sell 
for $2,750.00 - Call: 282-3627. 
DR. DOUGLASS HUTCHINS 
ALDER BROOK FARM 
- HILL ROAD 
·BIDDEFORD, MAINE 
TYPES OF RACES 
Just as a skyscraper or a house needs a plan before building, or an 
apple pie needs a recipe before baking, so. a good raci~~ program nee9~ a 
Condition Sheet before it can become a reality. The Cond1t1on Sheet spec1f1es 
the ingredients that shall be used for a day's. racing. . 
In presenting this program, the Racmg Secretary uses the followmg 
types of races: 
1. Stakes and Futurities 
2. ·early Closing and Late Closing Events 
3. Conditioned Races 
4. Claiming Races 
5: Preferred Races 
Stakes, Futurities, Late Closing and Early Closing Events are races in 
which nominations are made on a published date prior to the actual racing 
of the events. Conditioned, Clarming and Preferred Races fall under the 
general heading of overnight events and are the basis for most Condition 
Sheets. It is from these three groups that the Race Secretary plans the ma-
jority of his racing programs. 
Claiming races are self explanatory. They are races in which the trainer 
classifies his own horses by selecting a price in keeping with the horse's 
ability. He may move his horse up or down the competitive ladder by merely 
selecting a higher or lower claiming price. 
Preferred races are limited to the fastest horses at the meeting. Horses 
to be used in these races must be posted and are not eligible for conditioned 
overnight events unless the conditions specifically include horses on the pre-
ferred list. Purses for preferred races must be 15% higher than the highest 
purse offered for a conditioned race, programmed for the same week. 
Conditioned races are based primarily on money won through, or up 
to, a given date. Once the basic money won condition has been set for a 
given race, then in an effort to move horses up and down, allowances or con-
ditions may be added to the given money base. No more than three ~~also 
eligible" conditions may be used. They may be based on many aspects of 
the horse's performance: i.e. age, sex, number of races won in last starts, 
date of last win, etc. 
• In preparing the recipe for a racing· program, a race secretary must not 
lose sight of the fact that a fair and reasonable opportunity must be afforded 
for all horses to race, and that it is his responsibHity to do his best· to present 
competitive programs and to insure the fact that equal opportunities to win 
purse money are presented to all horses. 
Clayton Smith 
Race Secretary 
AT RIVERSLEA FARM WE HAVE HORSE POWER! 
CORAL RIDGE (PAINTER-APRIL HAL) $2,000. 
IN SERVICE AT 
NORTON STABLES 
FALMOUTH, MAINE 
Romeo Hanover - Dancer Hanover 
MR. SUFFOLK Fee-ssoo 
Paper Doll C - Phil Brick Hanover 
HORSES BOARDED - TRAINED - RACED 
613 Blackstrap Rd., Falmouth, Maine 04105 
Ph. 207-797-4418 
All Foals eligible to 
Maine and N.E. Stakes 
TIZ WHIZ 
f.eed the Best for Less 
Your Maine and New 
England Dealer 
LORING NORTON 
STALLIONS STANDING IN 1981 
Stake Racing Succ~ss in New England Begins In New Hampshire 
BLITZEN (SPEEDSTER-JEAN SAMPSON $1,000. 
BIG POWER (GENE ABBE-TINY WAVE) $750. 
FORTUNE DONUT (RACE TIME-FORTUNATE LOBELL) 600. 
HOCKOMOCK BOY (NEWPORT ALI-COLBY'S PRINCESS) J300. 
JOB (STAR'S PRIDE-HUSTLE) $700. 
MANDATE (ROMEO HANOVER-BLTHE SPIRIT) $750. 
OLYMPIC STRIKE (OLYMPIC HANOVER-STRIKING) $600. 
ROMANO HANOVER (TORPID-ROMOLA HANOVER) $1,000. 
ROYA~ PRINCE (QUICK PICK-SHADOW MEG) $750 
Headquarters For New England Breeding 
Riverslea Farm 
Wallace Tefft, Owner Route 125-P.O. Box 315 Telephone: 
Paul Martin, Manager Epping, N.H. 03042 603-679-5154 
Kimberly Kid - Volomite 
WATCHFUL Fee-$500 
2:14 
Aileen - Spencer I 
I 
I . 
PRESE TS 
i 
Dec. 11th thru Jan. 25th 
Thursdays thru Sundays 
Now for the first time ever you can enjoy 
fun filled n of exciting winter racing 
In our ted gra tand snd clubhou 
• 15 exciting races every Friday 
and Saturday and 12 races 
on Thursdays and Sundays. 
• Highest purses In the history 
of Maine Hameaa Racing. 
• Gu at celebrities every Friday 
ev nlng. 
COME FOR DINNER! 
Enjoy a delicious dinner 
In our elegant glass·enclosed 
dining facilities while 
you watch the races. We 
erve th fine t In 
coniine tal cuisine. 
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 
883-2020 
1, Turnpike Exit 6, rborough, Maine ___ _. 
WINTER VI'EI:J FROM THB SCARBOROUGH PADDOCK 
c. Smith, C. ~ erson, R. Horne 
~JINTER VIE'.~ FROM THE SCARBOROUGH CLUBHOUSE 
DOWNS BATTLING THE ELEMENTS TO 
PROVIDE WINTER RACING! 
By Lloyd F. Jo nson, Director of Publicity- Scarborough Downs 
The "first-in history" winter harness racing season at Scarborough 
Downs has had more than it's share of problems thus far, with a 
large amount of snow, and those unbelievably low temperatures creating 
problems in the Admissions department, as well as at the "all -important" 
Mutual department window. 
On Opening Night, with · the seasons first "sub-zero" temperatures 
arriving, the Handle reached $89,118 on a total atten9ance of 1 ,262. Fri~ay 
nights arrivals were gr~eted by a heavy snowfall.' wh1ch created a beaut_1ful 
scene trackside but d1d noth1ng to help a saggmg mutual play. The fmal 
figure reached '$60,648, thus the battle wa~ on to carry the winning tra -
dition forward through the January 25th closmg date. 
The battle with the "elements" hasn't eased up to any great degree 
during the second week of the sea.son, but the ~owns management has made 
a few adjustments such as closmg the upstairs Grandstand-area, and re -
ducing the "work-f~rce" for the balance of the winter season. 
Downs General Manager Robert Leighton noted recently, we'll add a 
few "promotions" to the schedule, and try to pump some interest into 
this winter season. Meanwhile the Downs owner Joe Ricci, "as game as they 
come," has stated publicly that he will race the season, despite the problems 
thus far with an eye to the future and the advent of year-round harness 
racing f~r the State of Maine participants. 
On the racetrack, for the most part, the action has been good, with 
several miles being stepped under the "2: 1 0" marker. The fastest trip thus 
far was an impressive mile in 2:06.3 by the classy veteran-pacer Evergreen 
Heel and driver Jim Apperti, Jr. 
'Race Secretary Clayton Smith notes that the local horsemen have bf 
very co-operative, with the entry box containing enough trotters and pa 
to provide full -racing programs during the first two weeks. The opening 
Liberty Bell Park and The Meadowlands in the near future do figure to hurt 
those entry totals in the better classes after the first of the year, but as Smith 
states, "I'm sure the local horsemen will continue to support this meeting" 
and we'll get through that January 25th closing date in good order." ' 
Meanwhile the snow continues to fly, and the thermometer hasn't 
risen to any great degree of late, but the Downs colorful-owner Joe Ricci 
continues to ~~keep his word" without doubt. Despite the many critics the 
Downs is "alive and well," and will continued to provide a place to rae~ for 
the State of Maine horsemen this winter. 
And as the pacers ,.tiptoe through the snowflakes," we'll dream of a 
mid-summer night, with the "air-conditioners running on high," and before 
we know it, it will be July Fourth, and the winter will be forgotten! 
